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Community Council for Australia
• independent, non-political member-based organisation 

• dedicated to building flourishing communities primarily 
by enhancing the extraordinary work and effort 
undertaken within the not-for-profit sector in Australia

• seeks to change the way governments, communities 
and the not-for-profit sector relate to one another 

• this includes establishing a regulatory environment that 
works for community organisations - not against them



CCA current work (e.g.)
1. Responding to COVID-19 s m  p
2. Right to Advocate s m  p
3. DGR Reforms s m  p
4. Fundraising reform s m  p
5. ACNC Powers Review s m  p
6. CEO Forums m
7. Mergers / collaboration s m
8. Impact invest / NFP bank s m  p
9. AusWeWant / Solutions s m  

s = submission
m = media
p = parliamentary   

hearing or         
representations



NFP trends in Australia +
• growth in income over last 10 years 

consistently above 7% 
• total income now above $145 billion 
• employing over 1.38 million Australians
• total assets over $225 billion
• 30 / 30 / 30 % government  / service fees / 

philanthropy and fund raising



Pre-Covid trends for NFPs
• fundraising income growth slowed 
• growth in government income stalled 
• more NFP competition for all income and reduced 

returns as a consequence
• more for-profits competing to achieve income from 

what were NFP markets
• more obligations (outcome measures, etc.)
• constant pressure to do more with less



Pre-Covid business trends



Pre-Covid business trends



Covid impact summary
• the work of many charities became critical –

food, shelter, support, care, all more important
• many charities struggled – loss of face to face 

work and income - no reserve capital
• two thirds of volunteers stopped volunteering
• planning for the future become very uncertain
• the capacity to focus on mission and purpose 

was challenged in many ways – not least  
because business as usual was disrupted







Wonderfully Awkward Diversity Ads Are Back, 
Featuring Hot Flashes and Lesbian Dating

• The brand ran a UK campaign featuring real-life stories from 
disabled people, celebrating universally awkward situations. 

• The brand set itself a number of targets, including a 4% 
growth in sales and a 10% uplift in brand affinity. In fact sales 
grew by 8.1% and brand affinity grew by 20%, the “best, 
most effective for 10 years for this brand - an excellent ROI”.

• The theme of diversity and inclusion was so effective that 
other markets including the US and Australia are also now 
planning another “awkwardness of difference” campaign.
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strength of charities = values
dignity respect 

courage pride 
meaning community opportunity 

change honesty 
care love

hope               responsibility
trust



unrealistic expectations? 
Charities have now been told they need to do many things
• diversify their income
• become more responsive and adaptable and market better
• become more business like and efficient – more with less
• engage better with their communities and their clients
• become more accountable and offer more measures of their 

outcomes and impact
• develop leadership
• develop high level technology and communication capacity
• develop investment ready prospectus to attract non-

government capital



a values driven future
• growing emphasis on values driven consumerism 
• increased sense of social responsibility from the 

more economically powerful  (social license)

• political measures of values increasingly important  
- even if our politicians are lagging behind (NZ)

• commercial measures of values  (not just $) 

• digital values measures driven by the experience 
of the community  (ratings, likes, etc.)

• values trading (impact investing, B Corps, etc.)



losing values in NFPs?
• sales organisations competing for funding
• lobbyists seeking government money
• profit(surplus) making entities driven by bottom 

line considerations
• semi-skilled managers of other people’s 

programs they have contracted to deliver
• disconnected from their communities
• clients who are seen as ‘consumers’ – and a 

part of a market / source of income



what do successful NFPs trade?
• values / empathy
• trust / respect
• connectedness with community
• capacity to achieve change
• connectedness with others (orgs) 
• stronger communities



leadership / good work / great work
Outstanding NFP leaders understand the 
difference between good work and great work:
• good work is beneficial / great work is invaluable
• great work is about putting the spreadsheet away and 

generating ideas with our hearts, with our values,  
listening to our communities and their stories

• great work happens when we believe in ourselves, in 
what we feel, in what we know, and we share our values 
and our value

• great work is about becoming a movement – beyond a 
brand - a shared series of beliefs which we belong to



sustainability = purpose / values
When challenged by rapid change, we need to drive 
organisational engagement, strengthen connections, purpose, 
the values that hold organisations together.  We need to 
promote shared values, enhance diversity and build 
effectiveness through a values-based approach:

1. retain a commitment to purpose and the 
fundamental values of human experience, e.g. 
hope, community, and meaningful relationships 

2. think broadly about how to achieve purpose = 
deliver outcomes and impact = achieve value

3. advocate, disrupt, collaborate to build diverse 
flourishing communities – not more of the same
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